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-d(zru) #For Vest(M), f=C8(M),
IOU

directcalculation with limits gives

(2-(df))(X) =12((8F(df()(X) - df(x))
uphot this completes
the proof of Cartan's

= -X(f-0)
magic fula,

2w =V -(dw) +d(V-w), = XVf.

i.e. if in =V-)), then Meanwhile, Irf:If so

2r =doirid. (d(2f)(X) =d(vf)(x) =xVf
so these are equal.



Htopy inve
Given F,G:M->N smooth maps, a

collection oflinear maps
h:(N) -- (m) st.d(hr) +h(dw) =Gw - FYe Fw

is called a chain homeopybetween F and G

Rop If5 cochain htpy b/w F" and 24, than F =2*: Hp()-HpM)
for all

p

IIfwe zP(M), then Gi-Fow =d(hw) +h(dw)
=>14"w] =[F*w].



For toTo, 17, letis:M-Mxir, 1]
x(x,t)·Luna J cochain homotopy between

is, ,:(M x[0,]) -> 2(M).
11

ofLet S be the vector field on Mack given by

Sca,s) (0,Es1,). For werM*I), define haer""(M)

by hw :=/ it(s+w)dt,
i.e. Chrlg"/it((Ster)ca,H)dt.



men

function oft with
values in 1P*T*M

qu
-
elt ofNTgM

May differentiate under
the integral sign in local cords, so

d(hw)=1'd(ie(s +w)) dt.
Thus h(dw)+d(hw) =1 (it(s +dw) + d(i(s+wI)) dt

=(" (Sidw) +i, d(sarl)) dt
-S. i sw)dt (magiz).



Flow of Son MYRRis &+(9,5):(q,ts) so S is complete.

Have it:Ofis, so

it(2,w) =i
=

(0(2s w))

=is((0r)) opia

=is(0,w)

=

ByFTC, hIdw)+dChw) =iiw-isw, as desired.



Pop Homotopic smooth maps induce the same maps on HER.

*If F=G: M-N thn I smooth htpy HiMxI -> N

with F
=H0io, G=Hoi,. Thus

F* =jot* =ioH* =G*.
I

comme

T (Homotapy invariance of de Rham cohomology (

IfM, N arahtpy equivalentsmooth molds w/or who 2, then

HR(M) =HER(N) (with iso induced by any smooth

ating equiv M-NJ.



Iwhitney approximtabove proposition.
for de Rham whom factors In particular, Hap is a

Diff Vete smooth, topological, and

I komoti Invariant.

Top- A Har cant distinguish
↓

smooth structures on theHot -

same underlying top's
manifold.



computations via htyincre

Ihm If M is a contractible smooth mfld url or wo 8, then

HER(M):R concentrated in degree 8.

A. This proves
the Poincare lamina for star-shaped

open subsets of R".

locally exact!
=· Every closed form is



Han, Define I:Ham(M)"i, (M,g) ->R
(Iw], [W])- wI

where I is a pro
smooth curve representing

the path class ofU. Then define
Bus by pointwise to

incodomain

:HaR(M) -- Gp(π, (m,q),R)
in)-(iv) /,0).

-The Far M co'd smooth, quM, -

Iis a well-defined injective linear map.
10 =0

F
Later, we will see thatI is an isomorphism.



Itch (448) Well defined since (W]=(w']

=>w - v1 =df =(w - (2" =

(d) =f() -f(z) =0.
For injectivity, chuck ofiw] =0 ->wis conservative.

Mayer-Victoris UnvU eicm), richl
--

- -

U,V =M open
it I file

mis

11 1 i

r M
uwv =m l will to

"Munv

it SES ofchain complexes
b*l*

0 ->M) -> ei(U) *(jricun) - 0.



·For ns2, Hm("-pt) = SRifPO
e

the only non-formal partis checking dim Hap(s)
=1.

know nel since Iw0 for any
orientation form.

Since Hom(i, (5), 1R)=R =Hop (S), getdim 1.

In genil, Hap(s) has basis the when class ofany smooth

or' form for S.


